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1. INTRODUCTION AND BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE WORKSHOP 

The workshop "ABS for Utilization of DSI & Possible Consequences for Open Access / Open Science" was 

organized by the German Federal Agency for Nature Conservation (BfN) at the International Academy for 

Nature Conservation on the Isle of Vilm. Scientific support was provided by the Leibniz Institute DSMZ, 

German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures and the Leibniz Institute IPK, Institute of Plant 

Genetics and Crop Plant Research.  

The workshop brought together scientific and biological database experts as well as some representatives 

of EU member states (see Annex for participants list) to provide further technical discussion and input on 

the ongoing international negotiations on access and benefit sharing (ABS) associated with digital sequence 

information (DSI). Its key objectives included: 

● exchanging information on scientific and technical dimensions of Open Access; 

● facilitating a better understanding of the existing Open Access and Open Science infrastructure as 

well as its basic requirements;  

● evaluating possible implementation challenges arising from currently proposed DSI policy options 

from the perspective of Open Access / Open Science. 

The first day comprised presentations organised into three sessions designed to establish a baseline 

understanding of technical and policy aspects relevant to DSI benefit-sharing (DSI-BS). Salient points for 

each session are summarized in Table 1.  

Table 1: Salient points from presentations  

Session 1: Laying the policy background 

1. Introduction to the DSI 

negotiation process and its 

current status quo (BfN: 

Thomas Greiber) 

2. UNESCO Recommendation on 

Open Science (UNESCO: Lutz 

Möller) 

3. EU Directive 2019/1024 

(European Commission: Jiri 

Pilar) 

 

● Informal Advisory Group established pursuant to OEWG-3.1 has been 

providing input into a multi-criteria assessment framework to evaluate 

the DSI policy options proposed by the SCBD (plus an additional 

“Option 6” the 1% levy) 

● EU position on a potential solution for DSI includes preservation of 

open access to DSI from public databases & its understanding is “open 

access is the practice of providing online access to scientific information 

that is free of charge and without restrictions on use.” 

● The definitions and principles in the UNESCO Recommendation 

acknowledge constraints to open access and, while referring to open 

science as a “global public good”, call for “as open as possible” in line 

with responsible data stewardship practices including confidentiality, 

privacy protection, and IP as well as carve outs for information 

concerning threatened species (i.e. not all biodiversity-related 

information) and also sacred or secret knowledge of IPLCs (i.e. not TK) 

Session 2: Scientific needs and the status quo 

4. Biology, DSI, and the need for 

comparison (DSMZ: Andrew 

Hufton) 

5. DSI as enabler of biotechnology 

and synthetic biology (ICGEB: 

Wendy Craig) 

6. Evolution of open access & the 

broader open movement in 

● Open access is important. However, access to individual sequences 

does not create value. Frictionless searching, processing, comparative 

analysis and linking of data, involving the entire data set, creates 

knowledge and value. One example is the development of SARS-CoV-2 

vaccines. These could be created based on artificially modified 

molecular information units by analysing the existing nucleotide 

sequences freely accessible. However, this information units do not 

correspond to any naturally occurring SARS-CoV-2 sequence. 
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scientific research (One Planet 

Solutions: Rodrigo Sara) 

7. Database overview, inter-

connectivity and infrastructure 

costs (Global Biodata Coalition: 

Chuck Cook) 

8. Downstream databases & 

interoperability 

(NFDIMICROBIOTA: Konrad 

Förstner; NFDI4BIODIVERSITY: 

Barbara Ebert) 

9. Changing terms & conditions: 

the GISAID example (Friedrich-

Loeffler-Institute: Anne 

Pohlmann) 

● The core database infrastructure (e.g. INSDC) costs tens of millions 

USD/year to maintain, borne by a small number of governments and 

other funders. The surrounding database infrastructure (more than 

2,600 databases with a growing trend) is interconnected with the core 

infrastructure and facilitates analysis and other value-adding activities. 

Reliable estimates of aggregate annual maintenance costs are not yet 

available. Database experts warn that financial sustainability is a 

recurring and existential challenge for most databases. The vast 

majority of databases have no permanent funding, let alone are in a 

position to pay additional fees. 

● Emerging tools and areas of research in biotechnology and synthetic 

biology routinely use DSI. A variety of applications are expected to 

reach the market in the near- and mid-term. 

● Databases that use terms and conditions (e.g. GISAID) face a range of 

challenges. They cannot distribute data or, alternatively, share data 

inconsistently amongst their users (uneven playing field). Terms and 

conditions do not require benefit-sharing but rather acknowledgment 

and collaboration.  

● Open access is an evolving concept. Its meaning can depend on the 

context in which it is used (e.g., publishing, scientific data, software). 

Conditions vary regarding downstream use/re-use but all open access 

models allow the user to view content without financial barriers.   

Session 3: Setting up for day 2 

10. Open data landscapes, trends, 

flows & terminologies (ONE 

WORLD ANALYTICS: Paul 

Oldham) 

● IPLCs have a unique relationship to biodiversity (i.e. not distinct from 

it). 

● A range of ABS modalities may be necessary for political compromise 

as unlikely to find “one option to rule them all”. 

● Cloud/premium services should be further explored as allows building 

on top of (and preserving) existing database infrastructure. 

The second day focused on six specific ABS “modalities” derived from the DSI-BS policy options1 under 

consideration by the international community. The introduction of modalities was intended to help 

participants evaluate implementation challenges and potential consequences of the different policy options 

through the lens of Open Access. The day commenced with an overview of the conceptual DSI-BS policy 

options (see Figure 1) and presentation of the six ABS modalities. The modalities were used for group 

discussions and activities (see next section). 

Four interdisciplinary groups (scientist, database expert, policymaker) evaluated the potential changes or 

disruption that each of the ABS modalities poses to the “status quo” concerning access to DSI in public 

databases (see Section 3). Group results were presented and compiled with ensuing discussions focusing 

on the issues displaying greatest divergence between the groups (see Table 2). As a follow-up exercise, 

participants were then asked to individually rank the six ABS modalities from “least” to “most” open, 

including brief comments explaining their reasoning (see Tables 3.1 and 3.2). To conclude the workshop, 

the multi-disciplinary groups were requested to develop key messages from the workshop, which were 

subsequently presented and compiled (see Section 4). 

                                                      
1 Webinar 3: Policy Options for ABS and DSI” organized by the Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity 

on 11 February 2021: https://www.cbd.int/abs/DSI-webinar/Dsi-Webinar3-Policy-options.pdf  

https://www.cbd.int/abs/DSI-webinar/Dsi-Webinar3-Policy-options.pdf
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2. TRANSLATING DSI POLICY OPTIONS INTO ABS MODALITIES 

The currently proposed DSI-ABS policy options focus international discussions on a limited set of 

approaches, which can be distinguished conceptually based on a range of ABS-related factors, as depicted 

in the “rainbow chart” in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. DSI Policy Option  

 

However, it is challenging to compare these DSI-BS policy options because of their abstract nature, and 

potential differences in interpretation and assumptions. For example, option 2.2 “standard Mutually 

Agreed Terms (MAT) at international level” (i.e. a multilateral mechanism in which benefit sharing is linked 

to DSI but does not require tracing of the country of origin) could be implemented through, for example, 

uniform database terms of use OR standard differentiated licenses2. Similarly, option 3.2 concerning 

“payments and contributions which are decoupled from DSI” (i.e. a multilateral mechanism in which benefit 

sharing is not linked to DSI and does not require tracing of country of origin) could be implemented through 

a number of different modalities including a micro-levy or cloud-based fees.  

To facilitate evaluation and comparison of options in more concrete terms, the organizers invited 

participants to discuss and agree upon ABS modalities for the purposes of group work. It was generally 

accepted that the following six ABS modalities were adequate for the purpose of further evaluation and 

side-by-side comparison in the workshop:  

● Many licenses (options 1 and 2.1) 

● Few standard licenses (option 2.2) 

● Universal database terms of use (option 2.2) 

● Paywall (option 3.1) 

                                                      
2 For example, inspired by the Creative Commons suite of copyright licenses which provide an orderly breakdown of 

the rights of re-use subject at least to the right of attribution and at most to restrictions on one or more of 
commercial use, making derivatives, and the obligation to share a copy or derivative on identical terms. An 
additional option that does not operate as a license, releases a work into the public domain without legal attribution 
obligations. 
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● Cloud-based / premium fees (option 3.2) 

● Micro-levy (option 3.2) 

However, it was acknowledged that these modalities are by no means exhaustive and that the 

characterization of consequences for open access will benefit from a more rigorous analysis beyond the 

workshop.  

 

3. EVALUATING POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES FOR OPEN ACCESS  

Characterizing the open access “status quo”  

In the absence of a universally agreed definition of Open Access (whether generally or specifically in the 

context of DSI)3 the organizers proposed a preliminary characterization of the “status quo” concerning 

access to DSI in public databases, including: 

● anonymous access, 

● free of charge, 

● fully interoperable (i.e. both technically and legally interoperable4), 

● frictionless flow of information across databases and applications, 

● available for download and reuse (e.g. to copy, analyse, re-process, pass to software or use for any 

other purpose), 

● absence of discrimination as to purpose, user, country of origin, 

● no need for tracking and tracing. 

Evaluating the consequences for access to DSI in public databases  

In order to discuss impacts on open access, the criteria listed above were discussed for each modality (listed 

further above). The outcomes of these discussions are presented in Table 2. Differences in opinion and 

some remaining confusion concerning the potential changes or disruption were evident across all groups 

and are noted in Table 2. Overall, the “many licenses” modality corresponding to option 1 or 2.1 (i.e., a 

bilateral mechanism) was deemed most disruptive. Unsurprisingly, of the multilateral modalities, the micro-

levy payments (corresponding to decoupled payments under option 3.2) was associated with the least 

disruption or significant change to the status quo. This was followed by uniform database terms of use 

corresponding to option 2.2 which overall appeared to be the next-least disruptive. The differences 

between the remaining modalities are less discernible. The paywall (corresponding to option 3.1) appeared 

to suggest more disruption or significant change than “few standard licenses” or a freeware/premium-fee 

modality (corresponding to option 2.2 and 3.2 respectively). 

 

                                                      
3 The presentation “Evolution of open access & the broader open movement in scientific research (One Planet 

Solutions: Rodrigo Sara)” noted the evolving nature of the concept of open access, the absence of a universally 
accepted definition and the use of the term to describe varying degrees or a spectrum of openness in a variety of 
different contexts (e.g. computer software, publishing and research data). 
4 Owing to the near uniform INSDC-like database terms of use which provide “unrestricted access” without 

additional terms and condition immediately apparent to a user on the face of the database record. Exceptions were 
noted, for example, involving restricted access (human genetic data), restricted terms (e.g. GISAID), differentiated 
terms/licenses (e.g. GBIF), and national laws (e.g. Brazil) which govern use & have implications for legal 
interoperability. 
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Table 2: Potential impacts on the status quo regarding access to DSI. Numbers indicate comments specific 

to that cell in the table directly below. The symbols in a cell correspond to the outcome of a working group 

of three to four workshop participants each. During the presentation of the group results, the defined 

symbols could be justified, adjusted and adapted. The table represents the final result for each of the four 

smaller working groups.  
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Plenary discussions on the results of the individual, anonymous rankings (Table 3.1) revealed differences of 

interpretation concerning the elements characterizing the status quo, as well as differences in anticipated 

design of individual modalities. The distinction between legal and technical interoperability generated 

significant discussion. The paywall and premium-fee modalities also generated significant discussion 

regarding design and many questions on methods and scope of implementation. Further clarification and 

analysis are clearly needed. 

Compiling participants’ ranking of the ABS modalities on a spectrum from “least” to “most” open revealed 

a similar outcome to the group discussions concerning the potential to cause significant changes or 

disruption to the status quo of access to DSI in public databases (see Table 3.1 for underlying data and Table 

3.2 for comments).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interpretation re status quo  
❶ “Disruption” is a loaded term with negative implications and focusing on “significant change” would have been 
preferable. 
❷ Refers to the flow of data across databases or disruption to database infrastructure fed by INSDC. Legal 

interoperability dictates technical interoperability so these elements should be combined or more clearly 
differentiated. 
❸ ”Discrimination” is a loaded term with negative implications and focusing on “no differentiation” or “no 
distinction” would have been preferable. 
❹ e.g. commercial versus non-commercial user 
❺ e.g. commercial use/intention versus non-commercial use/intention 
❻ i.e. sequence-specific obligations (e.g. associated with Accession Numbers) 

 
Design re ABS modality 
❼ If anonymous access is lost but confidential access retained the disruption may be minimal for commercial users.   
❽ Some users will be charged so free access will be affected, however, consequences depend on design of the basic 

(free) and premium (paid) services. If premium is “on top”, disruption of existing/standard services may be minimal. 
Impact on interconnected databases (equivalent to high throughput users) also needs to be considered. 
❾ Disruption could be minimized through machine readable licenses, however, if “no derivatives” licenses are 
allowed, then interoperability is lost. 
❿ Given the large number of databases involved even a small change in database terms could have significant 

implications for cost and also access. 
⓫ Even a small change may be very expensive to implement. 
⓬ Depends on whether you are inside or outside the paywall (once inside then all on equal footing). Potentially a 

major economic/cost implication for ecosystem if several hundred databases having to pay and possibly passing on 
costs. Potentially also a major impact on interoperability. 
⓭ If paying for freedom to operate (i.e. legal certainty), the effect on legal interoperability is likely significant. 
⓮ Can differentiated access terms be designed to overcome avoidance / jurisdiction shopping?  
⓯ CBD options from 2.1 onwards don’t require “track and trace” however, it is likely that some kind of tracing will 
be needed to check/ensure compliance with benefit-sharing requirements. 
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Table 3.1: Ranking of modalities from most open (6) to least open (1). Note: comments from the respondents 

are not reflected here.5 

 

There was clear consensus on the “micro-levy” modality. It was considered the most open, capable of 

providing full open access and database interoperability. The “many licenses” modality was considered to 

be the least open, particularly its effect on interoperability, causing serious disruption to open access in a 

DSI context.  

The “universal database terms of use” and the “cloud-based / premium-fees” were ranked as the next most 

open, since both could maintain freedom to operate for users and interconnected databases. However, 

there was little differentiation in the ranking between the two. 

The “standard licenses” and “Paywall” were ranked as the least open in the ranking, both causing significant 

disruption to open access and database interoperability. However, there was also little differentiation in 

the ranking between the two.  

The effect on interconnected databases on the one hand, but also on the innovative creation of new 

databases could not be considered in detail in the evaluation during the workshop. However, the workshop 

participants fear a loss of innovative power in the development of new database-based systems.6  

 

                                                      
5 Based on the comments provided by one respondent, they appear to have reversed the ranking (i.e. from “most” 

to “least” open). Therefore, these responses were excluded from the average score and ranking. 
6 These are often created as prototypes by teams that are working on a specific biological question and choose 
creative approaches to solve it. Furthermore, not discussed and considered at all was the effect of any change on 
the ever-increasing modelling approaches in biological research. In analogy to the developments in physics over a 
hundred years ago, there is also an increasing trend towards modelling in biological and ecological research. These 
approaches are based on unrestricted access to high-quality (curated) experimental data in databases and their 
interconnection. 
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Table 3.2: Ranking of modalities from most open (6) to least open (1) (incorporating comments/reasoning 
of respondents – [xxxx] denotes text from the hand-written response which was unintelligible) 
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4. KEY MESSAGES 

The groups generated rich observations concerning possible consequences of ABS-DSI policy on open 

access. These are compiled as follows: 

• Any solution for DSI should not affect open access more than necessary. Should consider guiding 
principles of UNESCO recommendation, EU Open Data Directive. 

• There are some financial mechanisms that could potentially be compatible with open access. 

• The simpler and more universal the benefit sharing pillar is for users, the more likely open access can be 
maintained. 

• There might not be just one solution for good DSI governance but rather a combination of solutions 
could be a possibility to explore. 

• Open access is free of charge for the end user but this does not mean that there are no costs associated 
with this. Significant investments (which are often not quite enough already) are being made by few 
governments and other donors. Any newly designed / created solution needs to take into account the 
costs of the infrastructure in addition to generating additional benefit sharing. 

• Disrupting open access means disrupting research and innovation. This consequence can further expand 
the gap or disparities in capacity that exist globally. 

• The more complex the system is, the more burden is on users, the bigger the burden on training, and 
also capacity building. 

• In terms of implementation, some options would require authorities to check on user compliance. They 
will need to check if they are compliant with the terms of the licenses or terms of databases. 

• Participants feel they can understand the modalities, current practices, challenges of databases/science, 
negotiation challenges much better now after the workshop. 

• Scientists around the globe want to keep the status quo of open access to DSI. Open access is greater 
than the sum of its parts. It is more than a call for “free data” but rather a call for interlinkages, 
interconnectedness, and a global repository of life – for all, from all. The research community sees the 
need for benefit-sharing: education, training, science, research and cooperation worldwide. Decoupled 
mechanisms seem particularly promising to achieve these goals, although the political difficulties 
associated with such mechanisms are significant. 

• There is a LOT at risk. Complex interconnected system at work that is generating significant public good. 
Can crumble relatively easily if we are not careful. 

• Users are also in the global south. 

• There is a need to discuss modalities with private sector (e.g. premium services, standardized terms of 
database, etc.) to see which are most acceptable and likely to raise money. 

• The goal is to raise money from the private sector. This goal should help us to orient our ranking of 
modalities. In particular, the x-percent levy, freeware, few licenses seem to address this goal well. 

• We can cause a lot of collateral damage by breaking the open access system, and have the opportunity 
to buy ourselves out of it. This is worth considering. 

• Still a lot of clarity missing from the modalities. For example, standard terms of use (e.g. GISAID) is on 
the limit of workability even though small and focused database. Another example: Practical use of how 
licenses would be used in reality (sequence-based obligations or not) still seem unclear for participants. 

• De-coupled mechanisms are clearly attractive. The combination of these plus freeware/premium 
services could be interesting.  

• Be specific. We need to look at the different impacts across multiple levels: technical and financial. Users, 
infrastructure, and individual resources (datasets). 

• “Not a skyscraper but rather a shack.” The biodata infrastructure is under-financed. Any solution should 
strengthen rather than weaken the system both for sustainability and transparency. Solution should 
spread the burden and attempt to eliminate free-riders. Those that can pay, should pay. 
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• Return on disruption: Disruptions are only acceptable if there was a positive financial outcome for 
biodiversity, infrastructure, and scientific capacity development. If we accept this burden then we have 
to clearly see a positive impact in these 3 areas. 

• The BIG DEAL: The x-% levy is not only the least disruptive option for science and industry, it is probably 
the most effective approach for resource mobilization under the CBD. 
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